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Earplay targets the brain
Allan Ulrich, EXAMINER MUSIC CRITIC
Published 4:00 am, Tuesday, November 16, 1999

EARPLAY, the feisty Bay Area new music
organization (one of a couple, actually) launched its
15th season Monday evening at the Yerba Buena
Center for the Arts Forum with another of the
group's challenging programs, this one inclining to
the cerebral. Fortunately, a couple of works exerted
a more universal appeal.

What's new with Earplay this season is the
resignation, after 14 years, of conductor George Thomson, whose position this year will be
taken by a series of guests; French-Canadian musician Linda Bouchard assumed the duties
Monday and she will be followed by Karla Lemon, David Milnes and Mary Chun. Earplay
will also move around in the next few months. The Jan. 24 concert, which entails the use
of computers and electronics, will happen at Stanford University's Braun Music Center.

Monday's opener featured the first of three 1999-2000 Earplay commissions, "Manners of
Speaking," by Eric Zivian, who also served as the evening's pianist. Joining him were Tod
Brody, flute; Peter Josheff, clarinet; Robin Bonnell, cello; Karin Bentley, violin; and Ken
Paiscik, percussion.

To frame Zivian's quartet, Earplay came up with four works by old American masters.
They included Lou Harrison ( "Ariadne" ), Ruth Crawford Seeger (Sonata for Violin and
Piano), Elliott Carter ( "Gra" ) and Jacob Druckman ( "Come Round" ). It would be hard to
find a more eclectic bunch.

Harrison's enchanting 1987 work for flute and percussion was composed for dancer Eva
Soltes, a specialist in the South Indian form of movement known as Bharata Natyam, and
the kinetic impulse is omnipresent. In the first section,

"Ariadne Abandoned," the flute winds its way through the modal writing yielding another
of the striking melodic cells for which the Aptos-based musician is famous; the sense of
Ariadne's solitude is conveyed. Then, the tambourine and drums propose a rhythm for the
exuberant "Triumph of Ariadne and Dionysus," in which the flute creates a mood of neo-
primitivism, one carried off with conviction.

Seeger's engrossing 1926 sonata proved the evening's most fascinating discovery, a major
component of this musician's agonizingly small catalog. The four movements reveal the
influence of Scriabin in the chord clusters and coloration of the thematic lines. After an
impassioned opening, the second movement is downright winsome in the exchange of
material between players. The third adheres to the composer's marking, "Mistico,
intenso." And the finale with its unusual stops and starts supplies its own drama.
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Most remarkable, despite the indebtedness to Scriabin, is the boldness of the writing,
which avoids any of the wispiness often attributed to the Russian composer. It helped that
Bentley is a keenly expressive player with a robust tone and a welcome thrust to her
playing; Zivian etched the piano part with exuberance.

His premiere, arranged for piano, violin, cello and clarinet, is a seven-minute essay that,
per the title, attempts a conversation between equals. One wondered why Bouchard's
services were required for a quartet, until it began. Zivian lards the score with all manner
of unexpected rests and surprising accents. Despite the conscientious performance, the
work seemed elusive on first hearing.

On the other hand, nothing escapes you in the four-minute clarinet solo, "Gra," penned by
Carter in 1993 for the 80th birthday of fellow composer, Witold Lutoslawski. Josheff
contributed a remarkable reading, diving to the instrument's lowest register, soaring to its
highest, jumping through chords and sustaining long lines with breathing that
never faltered.

Druckman's 1992 sextet will scarcely earn a prize for lovableness. Over a 25-minute span,
the players are enmeshed in a dense series of variations of contrasting tempi. Sustained
notes and disturbing cadences from the percussion finally take their toll on the listener.
Effects proliferate: soft buzzing in the violin is echoed by a wisp of sound from the flute.
The cello and percussion have a meeting of sonorities; and there are a few moments that
recall Stravinsky's "L'Histoire du soldat."

Bouchard conducted carefully. Still, "Come Round" is not something one thirsts to
encounter soon again.

For more information about Earplay's 1999-2000 season, call (415) 978-2787.&lt;
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